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Symptom/Vehicle Issue: 
Diagnosing No Start Conditions where the WIN module is suspected. 
 

Discussion: 
When diagnosing no start conditions where the WIN module is suspected, review the following 
information for a description of: 

 WIN operation as it relates to powering up the vehicle 

 TIPM (or FCM) requirement from the WIN to power up the vehicle 

 Causes of the B2102 Ignition Run/Start Input Circuit High-DTC  

 Diagnosing a B2229 SKREEM INTERNAL DTC 

WIN operation as it relates to powering up the vehicle  

When a FOBIK is inserted into the WIN module and rotated, the WIN senses the rotational switch 
position and the data can be viewed in wiTECH, WCM View, Data Tab as the “Ignition Switch Status”. 
In the Type column it will be listed as a Sensor. 

 
 
This information is also bussed to the TIPM (or FCM).  In the TIPM (or FCM) data it can be viewed as 
the “Ignition Switch Status”. In the Type column it will be listed as a Sensor. This sensor data will 
show actual ignition switch position with ANY FOBIK used. 
 
When a FOBIK is inserted into the WIN module and rotated to the Run or Start position the WIN 
provides power to the F20 circuit.  This can be viewed in wiTECH, WCM View, Data Tab as the Run-
Start Wake Up. In the Type column it will be listed as a Sensor. 
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The F20 can be monitored at the TIPM (or FCM) with wiTECH. This data is listed as “Ignition 
Run/Start Sense” and in the Type column it will be listed as a Sensor. 
 
When a FOBIK is inserted into the WIN module and rotated and the FOBIK being used is correctly 
interrogated and identified as a “Valid Key In Ignition” as “Yes” the WIN will then provide an “Ignition 
Status” that matches the ignition switch position as a Bussed Output to the TIPM (or FCM).  Both of 
these can be viewed in wiTECH, WCM View, Data Tab as the Ignition Status and the Valid Key In 
Ignition.  In the Type column they will be listed as Bussed Output. 

 
 
At the TIPM (or FCM) this data is listed as “Ignition Switch Status” and in the Type column it will be 
listed as a Bussed Input. This data will show actual ignition switch position with a VALID FOBIK or a 
VIRGIN FOBIK only 

TIPM (or FCM) requirement from the WIN to power up the vehicle 
In normal operation the TIPM (or FCM) needs two simultaneous inputs to wake up and power up the 
vehicle.  These two inputs are: 

 The F20 Ignition Run/Start circuit  

 The bussed “Ignition Status” message  

 

 

 

Both of these originate from the WIN module and can be viewed in wiTECH TIPM (or FCM) View, 
Data Tab as the Ignition Run/Start Sense as a Sensor and Ignition Switch Status as a Bussed Input. 
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Causes of the B2102 Ignition Run/Start Input Circuit High-DTC (set in TIPM) 
The B2102 Ignition Run/Start Input Circuit High DTC is set by the TIPM (or FCM) when it detects 
voltage on the F20 circuit at the same time that the bussed Ignition Status message is indicating a 
key position other than Run or Start.  Because the TIPM (or FCM) is comparing the two inputs to 
each other, this DTC can be considered a rational fault. 

Note: Improper operation of any aftermarket equipment such as remote start that is connected 
to the F20 circuit for the purpose of waking up the TIPM could result in the B2102 DTC being 
set.  If this DTC is present, verify that this equipment is disconnected before further diagnosis 
is performed. 

The B2102 Ignition Run/Start Input Circuit High is typically set along with the B2229 SKREEM 
INTERNAL DTC and B1A35 Unidentified Key Communication Error DTC. 

When these three DTCs are set together the likely cause is the WIN is providing the F20 Ignition 
Run/Start sense voltage to the TIPM (or FCM) but because the WIN cannot identify the FOBIK as 
VALID the bussed “Ignition Status” does not indicate the Run or Start position.  Because the TIPM (or 
FCM) is comparing the two inputs to each other and they do not agree the B2102 DTC is set. The 
B2102 DTC and B1A35 DTC are set as a result of the condition causing the B2229 DTC.  If the 
B2229 DTC is set ACTIVE see the following: 

B2229 SKREEM INTERNAL DTC (set in the WIN) 
B2229 SKREEM INTERNAL DTC was intended to indicate that the WIN had detected an open circuit 
occurred in the low frequency antenna coil that it uses to communicate with the FOBIK.  A second 
condition however, can occur on the circuit board inside the FOBIK that causes the WIN to falsely set 
this DTC.  This means the DTC can be either a WIN failure or a FOBIK failure but not both.  For this 
reason accurate diagnosis requires a second FOBIK (any FOBIK) to verify if the B2229 is WIN or 
FOBIK related. 

If the B2229 DTC is active insert another known good or VIRGIN FOBIK into the WIN and rotate it to 
the Run position.  If the DTC: 

 Becomes STORED and a different DTC sets the issue is caused by the FOBIK.  Replace the 

FOBIK. 

 Remains ACTIVE, the issue is caused by the WIN.  Replace the WIN. 

 


